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capacity of the rail systez. To slowed the above percentace, he

believes, mould cause a reduction in the volume of tra:fic necessary

to aontinue essential intro-Bloc economic shipments, and would

thereby reveal Soviet pmeparations for war.

3. According to the author, under favorable circumstances, the

time required to alert, concentrate, and deploy the troops and equip.

want of a single Soviet field army (about four divisions and supporting

troops) into Central Strops would permit only about half of these

troops to enemas the enemy at the beginning of hostilities. Taking

intoeccount the effects of nuclear interdiction and aseuning a atm.

messful Soviet advance, the last elements of the attacking urey would

not be in a position to close with the enemy until the ninth day of

ccnbat, i.e., seventeen days after the army had started to move for-

ward. The author states that the time could be significantly re-

duced only by steiioning additional major unite closer to the probable

theater of operatians. Ike author's principal recommendation in that

the Soviets growl& for oentrolioolloo control over all forms a

transpalation.

f

	

	 k. ihe euthces' eetImete of the prectioal limitations on Soviet
termer& deployment into Central Surope eontraste aherply with a view



whicl is pressed met vigorously in NATO by ' the Vest Oermans, who con-

tend that likTO serlously underestimates Sovie:reinforcement capabili-

ties. The 196i SATO Intelligence Estimate states that the rail and

road nets in Eastern Europe ere theoretically capable of supporting a

relearcenent rate of three to four division!** a day, but that this

capability cou/d be subste=ially reduced by interdiction, contin-.

tuition of essential civilian traffic, availability of rolling stock,

and transportation bottlenecks. Get. S'Ic:uspe:nikerv i t calculations,

incorporating interdiction factors and restricts on the use of

rail ca	 .j, permit a degree of refinement no:. found in the NATO

Istimate.

5. This article, therefore, carries the in.plIcation that cc-

rent SATO antis:tea of Soviet wartime reinforcement capabilities in

Central Europe are toe hit. Definitive evaluat:on, however, must

await examination by military logistics specialists.
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CoLtained in the Pr Intitlee

"SomPort Of the Strategic COncantration

Pealotment of the drama Forces in

asseect to ?reexport"

First evraireeh. mem 6.

The senclusioms in this paragraph are eorrect. Railroad transport is
the best prwered form or transport fOr large scale military shipments in
the USSR of the type contemplated in this paper. It Mould be.poietod out,
however, that the USSR has a large inveatery of high per/brumee transport

(ThIrcraft that could be placed in service quickly far the movement of modest
amounts of personnel end materiel.

Second pareargihi pap 6.

This paragraph contains several items of interestincinformation all of
which appear to have validity. S. poirte out that the two of rail transport
during the period of threat for military shipments dayeeds an the observance
of secrecy and the moienitude of other shipmate being carried during the same
period. "These conditions assume special significance Men shipments are
being sleds to a foreign oection of a military theater on railroads of West
Rurcpeen gauge." The BUropean dstellitat hove this railroad geuge. "Along
with the special difficulty or ensuring the seermy of ehipments, it is
necessary to consider that they will be Oersted out simultmemm)y with
neticnal economic shipmeots between the *1st Union and the other socialist
countries." NA concludes that military ehipekants during the period of threat
most be carried out at comparatively losrates, mot empeedias aPproeikataly
30 to 35 percent of the tmtlic espiseity Of the railroad lines.

Ihe last:wo statemaata are intereetims far two reasons. they show tint
at least moms Soviet %Making eentemPlotOt 	 inda4mohoo of the seams, or
the Muroran Satellites duria, the period of threat, am& piosibly aria
hostilities, and that military truffle elevating tO 30 to 35 percent of the
total mmy balm emu. to mold estectlia. I tame mot bees Ole to deteredae
share he dot his anklets of 30 to 35 Ipoiosot. It is peeeilde that it alp beer
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some relationship to the proportion of sulitery traffic to total traffic
move.: by rail &via, timid liar II, although I would have expected this
propoAia: to have been smaller. It mmy also be related tu the capeott7
of the trane-lomding stations along the Soviet - AUropeen Satellite border.
The author stye , "At the primmest tins, the volume of the teradver of rail

eeoars at tramhipmemt creme at the junctions of rellromda of Soviet amd
West Mitropean gouges is already so Vest that it takes from 30 to 60 percent
of the total traffic earecity of the railmey sectors la these mreee Meet,
Chop - NUbecheve, Oa(emy)". The last statement is Lew lafaz gation and it
soumds reasomahle. We know that CO tacilitles for trase-lamding freight
fron SWIM freight ears to larva* Satellite freight can at the border
ere entemelbe end ars la expeess of areal reqpirearts. This in der first
infernal= ne the proportion of eeleeitY turroutlY In use.

114r1 isracreek. imm• 6. 
•	 !he statement is correct. gareelly it takes amre time to prepare water
transportation for glittery akipsmata than ran traneportation. This la
surely the owns in the USSR.

fe-,	 74.4'Ft lersAglah_ pie T. 
because %here is relatively lov utillsatia. of biehmey trensportation

La the uasa and the MOropmen Sstallitaa; the availability of filling stations
and servicing facilities few motor Vehicles is very sparse. She statement
is correct. She information to the effect that a motorised rifle division
needs 450 tam of feel and that a teak division needs up to 530 tam for
each 100 km. of forward movement amid be of interest to military logistioisas.

Seand arerrath. leda 7 threat Asis;13. 
Seginnintvith the Move peappaph and extending WO* the soma full

of	 136 the mother mikes his awe that in the period at threat,
as mall am Is the Mgt days of ear, Shipmate for the aretoplc comae
tretinn end deplaymeet of the armed fences eon be eacem pliehoi Is rolatlymar
small volume, at low speeds, end atAlleammese met ammeedlag GOO to St mmulums
of 000 alissessra. mot Madrid Wasters is leas then the diatom from
Lest on the VOIR• India border to Ilimetedt whia La Shea 00 tlis.sters;
6001cL1_.urivii sikour lees thee the diatoms tree Vane to Ildmortedt.
The ant Weft Oestomest Yenned ante INWOOS Mame le ear 6410hd1eneterey I

. a.
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operation consietiee of 10 Caws. The last echaloas of the incasing troops
will be able to catch up vith the advancing troops only co %Oa ninth dry
of the operetion.

lb arrive at this combust= the author assumes that $60 trains mill
be required to move e sumbised•erms army on the railroads of the Suropman
Satellites, that the troops and equipment viii be dispatched et the rate of
30 trains per day during the period of threat (8 dare), amd that the route
speed of movemect viii be 500 kilometers per day. With the beginaing of
hostilities troops' and equipment viii be disprt•thed at the rata of 60 truism
per der, but the route speed of mement viii be reduced to 300 kilometers
per day because of damage dome to the railreeda 1W the 41004. Is We rail

-road limo vill be restored at the rate of 50 kilometers YarlIti-
Illse r,ww,..,ieveitimates that it viii require 313 trains (120 anise meth)

to movea w
	

et ceaddaedi-erms arey on the rmilroadeuot the Usropean
Satellites rstbes that 360 trains 'motioned by Us author.

The author dispatchss these trans at the rate of 30 p•a . day during the
period of threat, and increases the number to 60 miter hostilities have
stertee. These rates of dispatch cannot be booed on en estimate of the
capacity of the Sumo= Satellites railroad system. Other considers.tions
must enter into the authors thinking *nth se a desire for secrecy, desire to
maintain commercial shipments as long as possible, and the location of troops
to be dispatched. !be first'	 'sectioned above estimates that the
railroad* of the Suropmul Satellites ere cepetle of terminating 167 trains
daily for is sustained period in support of Soviet military operations against
West Onneeny. Ikel	 estimates that over 250 trains
cen be	 pwpe... 	 there is evfficient capacity
to dispatch end terminate may time( the 30 to 60 trains asaumoi by the author.

Marlier the author estiestad that oaly 30 to 35 percent of the cepacity
of inilroed limes could be used during the period of threat. This percentage
of the capacities listed Mors mold be someiderablz in ammo of 30 trains
per day. I believe that ems met eme1mds4 therefore, that the author did
eat'inteed to indicate that 30 trains a der repromata the ammImma that can
be dispatched daring the period of threat, but that this figure vas used amly
to illustretelas point as it relates to em0 combinell-qmss army. To macleda
otherwise mead require ems to 00000 that the author intend. to camp that
be estilistee the total eopecity of the Merge's astautt• railroads for seat.
vest movement is at 100 trains 004 say twiny. !his estimate weld be
ocmaiderehly below amp estimate or the ermabilitm of theme railroad* earremtly
available to the Istolligemee sommitp.
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The author assumes that after **Unties start the route speed of
movement vill be cut to 300 kilometers per der and thst 50 kilooeterr of
damage or destroyed railroad lines will be restorod , daily. The author
has lifted the letter figure fro an estimate on page 16 of tba article on.
The ?reales of Irasapartation tn. Modern *ism! by screalav, pakarev are
Icaz;la vhich also points out that:durieg World War I/ the ra!.1road
recoestruction rate in one front operation vas 5 to 8 kilometers an one
route, and in individual oases up to 20 to 25 kilometers. The rate of
railroad restoration is, of course, 4 function of the amount of destruction
ar dammee, end the evallability of meterials, equipment end lebnr for
reetoration sort. fn the United eta* durin,.• the higheet year of railroad
coostruction -- 1086 -- an amoral': of over TO kilometers were completed
daily. During the period 2$5.-1960, railroad construction in the imam
averaged sik kilometers daily during*/ conetruction season. The Germane, •
Italians and hyenas, during World Mir 12, sod the Worth Koreans recently,
have demonstrated tremendous capability for the restoration of railroad
lines during ccomectlooal vertex*. Piny crews with adequate materials and
equipment thould each be Able to restore a kilometer of railroad line each
day following Cecontemination after s thermo-nuclear exchange.

It is more difficult to evaluate the estimate that a route speed of
movement of 300 kilometers a day can be maintained after **Untie* begin.
It Is reasonable to septet that some formordimmvment by rail can be ex-
pected, but a judgment as to ther this movement will be 100 kilometers
or 400 kilometers cannot he mmde without detailed study. In view of the
tremendous amount of railroad capacity which will be available to the ftesians,
it is prudent to estimate that railroad transportation will continue to
make a significant contribution tr BOviet military operations after hostili-
ties have started. The Air Force has probably studio& this matter and an
°plaice Should be requested.
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.	 On pee lf the Author mire that tbo 'clime of shipments exaaz:ie.! in the

Ma% days of a tier moot be etrictlr,limited. Major ebiluenta at hie: irpooda
must not be planned. Ibis lauds to On accumulation of parSonnol evipment,
and gods at the angusehom to deetrOyed ousters, mecomehe structureg i and in
areas of the junctions of various 114640 of transportation. Oood advina! Alao
is good advises statement be wishes On pose 17 to tha effect that in peatiotioe,
the actual sopthilitiee for amompliehing shipments and moth movements of
trope umst be talon Into amommt in'elotoulaiag tbe diepooLtico of fames and
vsepoms in thsprobehlo theaters of Military operations.

begimming so pogo la end extemdiog Ara* pp 23 the mutbor urges that
eerily pemostime mm orginimatiom should he estAllebed shich during wartime
would mho it possible to mm'shall all forms of transportation for military
end seomomic Ailments lodOr eemtralieed directions sod contra. It joints
sot thet emmb eamtralined direetimi end eontrOl over all forms el *Gaspar-
titian ease met exist tedoy. This 11 trio. Els proposal Is oonsietent with
planning omdOr ow In this eommtry fir the waft:lotion of trams-potation
mervloes In wartime. In this yortio0 of the popper be also mikes a pitch for
the Importers* of railroad trensportation &wimp mutin g Vlach I believe tc
be entlemdpvelld. The flimsies bo elates on the relative Leporlanc• of
vmatomo floor of Iramaportation Lu the tows are Wilda Soviet data.

lOginning on pogo 23 the author points out the moestalo that Should be
taboo to guprowe goring peaseilme tbe physioalpaent of the transpotation
oyetem Sro moe in wartime. 21 also says guile logioakr that there Mould
be pemeetime toes for theme Uproveritits Is order to avoid atemabilisiNg
emytte1 Sneeetseste• I

wpm 064 ...um.

cia.,ZZIMOOTAI %DO pecometion Of 100 ton
	  railroad treilbt cars between bmeaks
is railroad limns. Many of the measures be proposes have already boon noted
es having been coopletad, porticular34 the construction of railroads end
higlompe Isprisaing major peralstion *enters.
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• INDA‘ET 

Support of the Strategic Concentration 

and

Deployment of the Armed Forces 

in Respect to Transport 

by

'Najor-General ' of Technical Troops Ya. Shchepennikov

Transportation support is one of the factornthat exerts
great inlluence on the strategic concentration and deployment
of the armed forces. Nevertheless, in numerous works devoted
to the theory of strategic concentration and deployment, the
position and capabilities of transportation are not fully
considered. While noting the direct dependence of the
success of strategic concentration and deployment on the
preparation and work of transportation and realizing the
great probability of serious difficulties in carrying out
shipments, many analysts do not, in their work, make even a
cursory analysis of the conditions of transportation work
during the period of threat; and at the beginning and
during the course of.a war, they do not arrive at any con-
clusions on the influence of these conditions on the organi-
zation of the strategic concentration and deployment of the

'timed forces in theaters of military operations and in
,internal areas of the country.

In this article, the dependence of deployment of the
armed forces on the condition and work of transportation and
also the basic requirements for preparing the transportation
network for the purposec Of carrying out shipments for stra-
tegic concentration are eiamined.
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The existing contradictions in individual theoretical
problems give rise to the necessity for A preliminary
clarification of certain initial positions.

First of all, it should be noted that the term "stra-
tegic concentration and deployment of the armed forces" in
the following text refers to the concentration and deploy-
ment not only of operationl formations, troop large units,
etc., themselves, but also of materiel (for example: muni-
tions and fuel). In accordance with this, shipments of
troops and the ml..teriel necessary for their support are also
included in the concept of"shipments fcr strategic con-
centration".

In speaking of strategic echelons, we mean that the
first of these consist of the forces and weapons necess P.ry for
achieving the strategic aims of the initial period of a war;
it is divided into several '1(not less than three) operational
echelons.. The first includes the troops and materiel that
are in a full state of readiness for immedi ctte operations,
the second is the forces and weapons designated for in-
creasing the efforts of the initial operations with readiness
for proceeding to areas of concentration after several days,
the third is the forces and weapons to be used only several
weeks after the beginning of fulimobilization, for the
deweippment of the subsequent operations of the initial
period of a war.

In certain analyses,' three possibilities for the stra-
tegic concentration and deployment of the armed forces are
considered. The first is most favorable, when it is executed
in advance as the threat ofjwar becomes more intense: the
second, when concentration and deployment starts during the
threatening period and terminates after the beginning of war.
and the third and least favorable, when deployment takes
place after the enemy has initiated military operations.

1. Major-General Kb. Dzhelaukhov,"Strategic Concentration
and Deployment". Collection of Articles of the Journal 
"Military Thought", NuMber -3,	 1960.

-3-
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In this article, we shall consider transportation support
of the strategic concentration and deployment of troops in
the second situation, which is more.conveniert for analysis
andisttemosl prcbable.

Many analysts distinguish the following periods in the
course of the rise and development of military operations:
the threatening (which may nct even exist), the initial,
and the subsequent. Certain authors emphasize the necessity
for dividing the second of these into two parts: . the actual
beginning of a war and the subsequent phase of development
of military operations during the'ititial period of a war.1
This is motivated by the great difference in the coAposition
of each of the phases of the initial period of a war. We
share such a point of view and adhere to it in the following
discourse.

To determine even approximately the conditiPns of the
Strategic concentration and deployment of the armed forces
after the completion of initial operations is extremely
difficult. Therefore, the following analysis of the problems
of supporting strategic concentration and deployment in res-
pect to transport is limited to the period of threat and the
beginning of a nuclear/missile war.

* * *

In numerous analyses, the authors, while not rejecting
the possibility of a sudden initiation of war, consider it
no less probable that it will be preceded by a certain period
'of intensification of thc immediate threat of war, a period
of threat. It is necessary to use this period for increasing
the readiness of the armed forces and the rear area of the
country to repel the probable enemy attack and for creating
conditions for the complete . amd final destruction of the enemy
in a short period of time.

1. General of the Army A. Gorbatov. The Nature of Modern
Armed Combat". Special Collection of Articles of the
Journal "Military Thought s:, Third Issue, 1960.

-4-
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Ln_rexard to the armed forcesuch measures include
brin in the forces and weapons of the first oeerafraal
ec elo	 st f all--mis	 ,n. " s 'roops)
n tft full ncmhai.readiness-and-makapPxozalaig_shkagei7
in their operational_f9rWlop At the same time, bring-
ing the troops up tofull strength, their provision with
materiel, the movement of the second operational echelon to
areas of concentration and deployment, and the delivery of •
various supplies to these areas are carried out.  Full mo-
bilizat ion and tli_lormation_o_f_apw troRg_large_mnits„,..units,
and-rdlY-iSfEgliihments to be included in the composition

•• • ••

At the same time. Wing the period of threat  a transfer
f the	 •

	 •
	 rrari i

•proachin wa 	 0. 

0 • tortati
or the most im ortant ndust-rial etsrerrprise-S-,pli

he.14
,
 0 

i
/iar

creasing materiel reserves
n luding.xxmillo .^hilliallzi

on  

All of the enumerated measures are accomplished as secretly
as possiblel which narrows' their scope. The period of time
for carrying out these measures is directly dependent on the
duration of the period of threat, which can presumably
consist of several hours to several calendar days.

For an analysis of the capabilities of transport for sup-
porting the strategic concentration and deployment of the
armed forces, we are arbitrarily assuming an eight-day period
of threat. During this tiMe, it will be necessary to carry
out a large volume of military (mcbilization, for strategic
concentration, operational, etc.) and national economic ship-
ments.

The possible timing for commencing the shipment of any
troop large unit (unit, establishment) depends on the readi-
ness for this of both the troops and the transportation means..
The estimated time for the completion of a shipment is deter-
mined by its volume, speed, distance, and the rate of movement
on the given route.

-5-
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Rail transport is best prepared for carrying out military
shipments; 24 hours after the declaration of mobilization it
is capable of carrying out very large military shipments while
simultaneously continuing its former operations and coping with
new national econom:c shipments. Military shipments of rela-
tively small dimensions can start several hours After the
declaration of mobilization.

It should be emphasized that the use of rail transport for
shipping connected with the strategic concentration of troops
depends primarily on two conditions: the observance of secrecy
in these shipments and the magnitude of other shipments being
carried out during the very sime . period. These conditions
assume special-significance 14 those instances *ben troops
are shipped' for strategic concentration to a foreign section
of the theaters of military operations, on railroads with
West European gauge. Along wiith the special difficulty of
ensuring the secrecy of shipments, it is necessary to consider
that they will be carried out )simultaneously with national
economic shipments between the Soviet Union and the other
socialist countries. At the present time, the volume of the
turnover of rail cars at transshipment areas at the junctions
of railroads of Soviet and West European gauges is already
so vast that it takes up from po to 66 percent of the total
traffic capacity of the railway sectors in these areas (Brest,
Chop-Mukachevo, Ungeny). In line with the development of 	 •
industrial communications between the countries of the Socialist
Camp, the volume of turnover is steadily increasing. It is
not possible to cease these shipments during the period of
threat, since this will impede i the work of defense industry
enterprises and, in addition, it will reveal preparations for
war. Therefore, we feel that Shipments for strategic concen-
tration during the period o0hreat must be carried out at
comparatively low rates, not exceeding approximately 30 to 35
percent of the traffic capacity of the railroad lines..

Since it requires considerably more time to prepare water
transportation means (river and sea) for military shipping
than railroads, it is advisable to ship by water transportation
(when it is possible to use 	 those troop large units and
units that require several days to prepare for movement.
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The timing for beginning troop march movements on any
vehicular road is dependent on the speed in deploying refuel-
ing , points on it and the creation of sufficient fuel reserves.
In order to support the march movement of a motorized rifle
division for 100 km, up , to 450 tons of fuel are required, and for
a tank division, up to 530 tons. The march movement of troops 	 .
for long distances requires a well organized fuel supply system.Tne
t.equirement foz secrecy should be considered. in determining
the route speeds of movement of large units and units on ve-
hicular roads. Observation of this requirement can often
necessitate the execution Of a march only during the hours of
darkness.

Let us consider what is the , permissible distance for
shipments for strategic concentration executed during the
period of threat. .

The maximum permissible (calculated) distance of shipments
carried out in the course of a definite period of time is
determined on the basis of the calculated rate of speed along
the given route, the expenditure of time for preparatory
loading, unloading, and other work, and also for the march
movement of the troops.

The permissible expenditure of time for the movement of
an echelon from a loading point to am_unloading point (Tdv,1
is determined by the difference between the.duration of the
calculated (threatening) period and the expenditure of time
for all other work, the march movement. etc., (Tup - ET).

The results of the determination of the .milximum permis-
sib)e distance for shipping a troop large unit (unit, esta-
blishment) under various conditions are listed in the table.

e m„ 1e)
Comment. Probable meaning of Tdv - Time

imovuluvuu	 va troops. See tableon page 9 for probable i
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• The expenditure of time for the preparation of troops
and shipping means, for a march movement to the loi.ding
point and for the loading of the ill ,t echelon (Tpd) is
established as within the limits of from 1 to 4 calendar
days.

The expenditure of time for the dispatch of all echelons
of a large unit or unit being transported from the loading
area (To) is assumed to be from 2 to 4 calendar days.

The expenditure of time, for the march movement from the
moment of the completion of unloading of the last echelon
of a large unit up to the completion of its deployment in
the appropriate areaftr) is assumed to he within the limits
of 1 to 2 calendar days.

The route speeds of movement (Vm) are assumed to be within
the limits of from 200 to 500 km per calendar day. The higher
limit is for favorable conditions of shipment by rail transport
and the lower is for difficult conditkxs of shipment by river
transport.



1. Headquarters Comment 
Pro able , !eanings of symbols:
Tpd - Length of time for loading operations
To - Length of time for dispatch
Tsr - Length of time for strategic deployment
Tup - Length of time of period of threat
Va - Route speed of movement.

Table for Permissible Distances for a Shipment

Expenditure of time in calendar days

Tpd 1. 3

To 234 23 4
T

23	 4 23	 4

Tar- 1 2 1 2 12.l 2	 '

IT 4 567 5 6 7
1

8 6 i78 9 789 10

Tup • -IT 4 3, 2 1 3 2 1 - 2'l- - 1 -	 ;- -

Va . 	 Km 
calendar

days

Permissible distance for a shipment in kilometers
1

500	 200011500.11000-5001.1500 10004 500 ---. 1000 500 -- 500

350 '	1400 1050 	 700 350 1050 700 350 -- 700 350 -- 350 --

200	 !	 800
.

600! 400 200 600 400 200 -- 400 2001 --200
1

-9-
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As can be seen from the table, the maximum permissible
distance for a shipment does not exceed 2000 km. This dis-
tance can be achieved under conditions when the first echelon
is dispatched from the loading area 24 hours after the start
of the period of threat, the dispatch of all the echelons
takes no more than two calendar days, and the time from the
moment of completion of the unloading of the last echelon to
the completion of deployment-consists of no more than one .
calendar day with the route speed of movement of the echelons
being transported being equal to 1500 km per calendar day.

If, however, the total time expended for preparation,
loading, dispatch of the echelons, unloading, and march move-
ment consists of 5 to 7 calendar days, with the route speed
averaging 350 to 400 km, then with s period of threat of
8 calendar days duration, the maximum permissible distance
will be 400 to 1000 km. And since a decrease in the duration
of the period of threat is more probable than an increase,
it is advisable to consider the Permissible distance for ship-
ments to be 400 to 700 km.

Another computation will result in a similar conclusion.
As is known, it is envisaged that the build-up of the efforts
of the	 on	 u ,A111. rrry, ssile

o eration of the oo s
an	 e interns areas

o .e ount	 Let us consider
th r front line) at which
and troop large units designated
of the front during the progress
located.

the max mum
the operational formations
for increasing the efforts
of the soperation.can be

To explain this problem, we Shall refer to the example
shown on the diagram. The diagram is a graph of the movement
of troops on which are indicatedlthe possible time periods for
"overtaking" ("nava") the advancing troops of the front by
the troop large units being transported.



The distance of the disposition areas of the troops of an
operational formation (combined arms army) designated for
increasing the'efforts of alfront in an operation is approxi-
mately 1000 km. The first offensive operation must be carried
out to a depth of about 600 km at a rate of 80 to 100 km per
calendar day. The . duration of the period of threat (cal-
culated) is 8 calendar days The duration of the operation is
10 calendar days.

The volume of shipuent of an operational formation on
available railways (West European gauge) consists of 360 troop
trains (eshelon). The first troop trains can be dispatched
on each of the railroad lines one calendar day after the
start of the period of threat. The possible rate of shipment
of an army during the period of threat is 30 trains (echelons)
per calendar day, and at the beginning of the operation 60
troop trains. The possibleiroute speed of movement of the

. troop trains during the period of threat is 500 kw per calendar
day, and 300 km per calendar day at the beginning of an opera-
tion, in view of disruptions of the work of the railroads.
• With this average route speed, troop large units can execute
march movements following the advancing troops of a front.
Reconstruction of railroadstis carried out at a rate of 50 km
per calendar day along each] of the lines being reconstructed
to the extent that the troops of the front move forward in an
operation. Echelons of tanks and so far as possible other
large units . are dispatched to the forward unloading areas as
they arrive. The march movements of troops are supported with.
everything necessary.

Thus, we create sufficiently favorable conditions for the
execution of rail shipments and march movements of troops
during the period of threat andduring the course of the first.
operation. But even in this (see graph, diagram 2) during
the period of threat, before the beginning of the operation, no
more than 150 echelons villl be able to reach the unloading
areas, and the remaining echelons will arrive during the course
of the operation and after Unloading will proceed to "over-

take" the advancing front troops by executing a march move-
ment over long distances. The last echelons of the incoming
large units will be able to, "overtake" the advancing troops
only on the ninth day of the operation.
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Thus, even under favorable conditions, it will be possible
to use only part of the troops that make up the complement
of the combined arms army for increasing the efforts of a
fronI in the first operation. The other part, consisting of
no less than 50 percent of the troops, as may be seen from
tne graph, cannot be used for this in view of the great ex-
penditure of time for their transfer from areas of initial
disposition.

One should not count on the lpossibility of decreasing
the expenditure of time by means of a still greater increase
of the rates and route speeds for shipments and march movements
of troops since there are no sufficient bases for this. Conse-
quently, it is possible to decrease the time for movement and .
shipment only by means of bringing the initial disposition areas
of the troops closer to the border (front line).

In order to commit. the troops of a combined arms army to
an operation on the third or fourth day, it is necessary to

("--" execute parallel troop march movements along with and at the
same rate as rail shipments during the period of threat, and
to have the troop disposition areas at a distance of 600 km
from the border.

The calculated distance for the delivery of technical
equipment by rail, motor vehicle, and water transport during
a period of threat of 6 to 8 calendar days' duration is . deter-
mined within approximately these same limits of 400 to 700 km.

Consequently, if prior to the beginning of war we . will have
a period of threat of the duration assumed by us, then during
the course of this period the shipment of troops for strategic
concentration can be carried outonly on a small scale and
at comparatively slow rates; the permissible distance for rail
shipments of troops whose concentration and depleyment must
be completed prior to the expiration of this period will consist
of 700 to 500 km (and less). The distance of troop march
movements is limited by approximately'tbe same restrictions.
It makes sense to include in . theinumber of large units and
units being transported only those whose readiness will enable
them to begin to move not later than during the first two or
three days of the period of threat.

-13-
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In certain theoretical work it is proposed to consider
the beginning of a war as a special phase of its initial
period, after which (in case of lengthy combat) follows another
phase which is characterized by a different content. This
position is sufficiently valid.

The beginning of a war is distinguished by the highest
possible intensity of operations. Each of, the sides will
be striving to achieve victory in the shortest period of time
and will exert the greatest efforts for this. Mutually in-
flicted strikes will be of maximum power, and their results
wil:'be unprecedented devastation. But for this very reason,
the period of the actual beginning of combat cannot be lengthy.
After several days of a nuclear/missile war, both sides will
sustain such great personnel and materiel losses that to,con-
tinue combat at its previous intensity will be impossible.
The resources of even the powers that are strongest economi-
cally and which possess a large territory will to some extent
be exhausted. It will become intolerable to expend forces and
weapons on the previous scale; on the contrary, in continuing
combat, it will be necessary to accumulate them as rapidly as
possible for delivering powerful new Strikes against the'enemy.
This is the way the next phase of the initial period of a war
will ensue: stubborn, fierce, but lengthy combat under sharply
changed conditions of the situation.

1
In the beginning of a war, during its flrst hours and days,

very major changes will occur in the Strategic,.ecoaomic, and
political situation in the theaters of military operations
and in the rear areas of the coalitions that are taking part in
the combat. Can one assume that they will not reflect on the
previously prepared plan for the strategic concentration and
deployment of the armed forces? Obviously, such an assumption
is not correct. Is it advisable to amend this plan during the
first days of a war? In our opinion it is also necessary to
give a negative reply to this question.



The situation at the beginning of a war will be changing
so sharply,- substantially, and rapidly that it will be ex- .
tremely difficult immediately to take into account the changes
that are occurring, to evaluate thel correctly, and. to adopt
decision to change the strategic concentration and deploy-

ment of the armed forces. In addition, it is doubtful that
this is necessark since during the course of the next days the
situation can again change sharply.

Consequently, changes in the plan for strategic concentra-
tion and deployment sill be unavoidable, but to adopt a final
decision on these changes and to proceed to put them into effect
will be advisable only after the termination of the actual
starting phase of the war and the advent of the next phase of
its initial period which will have different characteristics.

If one agrees with this conclusl-n, still another question
arises:- should troop movements be continued in the first
days of a war according to the previous plan or is it advisable
to suspend these until necessary modifications have been
incorporated in the plan? We feel that a general suspension of
the: strategic '.:oncentration and deployment of the armed forces
is unlikely at the beginning of a war. Such a measure is
completely possible, however, on certain axes, or in certain
areas, under especially complex condittOns.

The success of strategic concentration and deployment of the
armed forces under any conditions depends, to a large degree,
on the condition and capabl-lities of transportation; but this
dependence is especially 'intensified at the beginning of a war.

The beginning of a war immediately exerts the strongest
influence on the condition and use of the transportation net-
work in theaters of military operations and in the internal
areas of the country.

Nuclear/missile strikes on major administrative, indus-
trial, and power centers and On strategically important areas
will brtng about destruction of transportation centers and
the annihilation of transportation installations and struc-
tures, shipping means, and reserves of fuel and materiel.

-15-
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Individual, most important elements of the mil network;
(developed centers, transshipment areas at junctions of rail-
roads of Soviet and West European gauges, large seaports,
sectors of locks on river ways, and major man-made structures
outside cities) may, in some cases, also be independent ob-
jectives for strikes. The enemy will also execute attacks on
relatively small objectives on the territories of the fronts:
stations and wharves, , highways, airfields, etc.. Through
traffic on rail lines, main highways, and canals will be
interrupted at many points, often for a long time. A number
of sectors of the transportation network will be contamihated.-
Frequent and sharp changes in the condition on the network,
disruption of communications and coordination between transport
and other organs of control will strongly complicate the control
Of shipping. Thus, froz the very first hours of war, the
working conditions of the network will become very complex and
difficult.

But, simultaneously with the rise of difficulties in the
working of the transportation network and the significant •
curtailment of its shipping capability, demands for shipments
will also be curtailed with thelbeginning of a war.

In the first days of a war, when entire areas in the
theaters of military operations'and in the rear of the country
will be subjected to massed nuclear strikes, mass economic,
local, and intercity passenger travel will be significantly
curtailed. It is highly probable that during these days it
will be advisable to curtail the sizes of mast military ship-
ments also, both of personnel and of goods, in order to avoid
increased losses.

The volume of shipments executed in the first days of a
war must be strictly limited. Major shipments at high speeds
must not be planned. This leads to an accumulation of per-
sonnel, equipment, and goods at the approaches to destroyed
centers, man-made structures, and in areas of the junctions
of various types of transportation.

Along with a strict limitation of the volume of shipments,
their distance should also be limited. We believe that



shipments by land and water transport in the first days of
a war can best be carried out at distances of 600 to 800 km.

In organizing shipments, it is unthirkable to count on
filling to a high degree the traffic and hauling capacity of
the routes of communication. In order to ensure the flow of
shipping and alao to accomplish urgent unanticipated shipments,
it is absolutely necessary to have reserves of transportation
means.

Thus, it may be concluded that in the period of threat,
as well as in the first days of a war, shipments for the
strategic concentration and deployment of the armed forces
can be accomplished in relatively small volumes, at low
speeds, and at distances not exceeding 600 to a maximum of
800 km.

rs'bviously, all this will exert an influence on the or-
ga—zation of the strategic concentration and deployment
of the armed forces which, in our opinion, comes to the
following.

1. In_the period of threat, and even more in the first
days of a war, it will be possible to accomplish shipments for
strategic concentration and march movements of troops only at
a small fraction of their overall volume and for relatively
short distances.

2. In peacetime, the actual capabilities for accomplishing
shipments and march movements of troops must be taken into:.
lapcount in determining the disposition of forces and weapons
in the probable theaters of military operations.

9. Transportation capabilities must be strictly considered
in determining permissible distances between the operational
echelons of the strategic formation of the armed forces, be-
tween the areas of disposition, loading, unloading, concen-
tration and deployment of troops and reserves of materiel in
accordance with the plan for conducting initial operations.

-17-
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With the shift of military operations n o 	 e	 ase
of the initial period of a war, strategic concentration and
deployment . of the armed forces will continue, but then ac-
cording to a plan which has been altered in one way or another
to accord with the new conditions.

Success in the further conduct of a war will depend to a
significant degree on the periods of time needed to ready our
forces for active and decisive operations; tremendous influence
on this will be exerted by the degree to which transportatior
has been prepared for work in wartime.

Advanced preparation of transportation for war, primarily
for supporting strategic concentration and deployment, assumes
especially great importance today. The preparation of transport
should ensure the viability of the entire transportation network
and the continuity of shipping; a shipping capability sufficient
to accomplish previously planned military and economic shipments
at the beginning of a war, with the retention of considerable

__reserves for the regulation of planned,and the execution of
r 'nplannedI shipments; a capability for the rapid movement of

xlows of shipments and of transportation reserves; the constant
readiness of transportatiOn for working under the conditions
of awfar which has begun.

The following are the basic measures directed at fulfilling
these requirements: organization of the comprehensive use of
all modern types of transportation for military purposes, an
increase in the operational' efficiency of the control of their
joint work; prior development of the transportation network,
ensuring this by special means for preberving the continuity
of shipping and the rapid elimination of disruptions in traffic;
protection of ..be network from contamination by radioactive and
toxic substances.

The necessity for the comprehensive use of all types of
transportation for carrying out shipments in wartime and the
organization of their preparation and joint vork according to
a unified plan and under unified direction has now been gen-
erally recognized. Rowever, in the proposed solutions to
individual problems in this organization, considerable diversity
of opinion is encountered.
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Certain analysts,. in appraising the possibilities for
using various types of transportation in a nuclear/missile
war, believe that rail transportation is poorly suited for
work in wartime in view of the great probability of lengthy
interruptions of through traffic at mary points of the railway
network, and that water transportation can be used only on
certain axes. To this, they add that on sea and river channels
and river sectors with locks, still longer interruptions of
through traffic will arise than on railroads. From this,
it is concluded that the basic shipping work in ground theaters
of military operations and in the zone of interior must-be
accomplished by motor vehicle and air transportation.' 	 -

We consider such a conclusion to be incorrect. It is
known-that at the present time in our country, and in the
overwhelming majority of the other countries of the Socialist
Camp, rail transportation carries the greatest proportion of
the overall freight turnover'. It will play a leading role in
the future also. According to the plan for the development
of our transportation network in 1965, the specific propor-
tion of rail transportation in the overall freight turnover
will be 71.3 percent; sea, 10.5 Percent; river, 5.1 percent;
motor vehicle, 6.2 percent; pipeline, 6.8 percent; and air,
0.07 percent. Consequently, to shift the largest part of the
shipping work to vehicular and air transportation in wartime

' will be simply. impossible in view of their insufficient
capacity for this.

In addition, on main vehicular highways and other important .
vehicular roads, the destruction of transportation centers,.
major bridges, etc. will also cause interruptions of through
traffic. It will be necessary to conduct traffic along by-
passes, to establish temporary passages and river crossings to
overcome contaminated sectors of routes. All this will de-
crease the traffic-carrying capacity of vehicular roads and -
will increase the expenditure of vehicular transportation in
carrying out shipping Work.

1. "Modern War", General Staff Academy (Akademiya GSh),
Moscow, 1960, p. 71.
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The rise of lengthy interruptions of traffic at many
points on the rail network does not at all mean that the
undamaged sectors of the network remaining between these
points cannot be used for shipping. On the contrary, it
is completely possible to retain the working capacity of
these sectors. The same also applies to sectors of interior
water routes. Of course, destruction of centers, ports, major
man-made structures, and the liquidation of part of the shipping
means will lead to a significant lowering of the traffic and
hauling capacity of railways and river routes. But, with proper
preparation, they can carry out a considerable share of the
shipping work in wartime, especially if it-is considered that
the 'equired volume of shipping will decrease in comparison
witn prewar.

In wartime, the work of Tail transportation in zones near
the front both in theaters of military operations and in in-
ternal areas of the country must carry the greatest proportion.
Because of this very condition, it is necessary to guarantee
the comprehensive use of various types of transportation for
military purposes.

A capability for their comprehensive use in wartime should
be ensured beforehand both technically and organizationally.

The sOlution to this problem from the technical standpoint
consists of mutual coordination in the development of various
types of communications routes and their junctions, shipping
means, means of transferring goods from one means of trans-
portation to another and in the coordination of their joint
work: Continuity of shipping is ensured by special measures
in cases of destruction of transportation centers, power
centers, major man-made structures, and other important ob-
jectives.

From the organizational standpoint, uniftld direction of
the preparation and working of various types of transportation
in wartime has the most important significance. As is known,
41 view of their specialization, not one transportation min..!stry
or department and not one service of the armed forces can
direct the comprehensive use of all types of transportaticr.

- 20-
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' Therefore, it seems to us I that unified direction of the pre-
paration of the transportation network and the use of it on
the territory of each front and each district located in
zones near the front and in the internal areas of the country
should be accomplished by special organs. Obviously, the
structure and functions of these organs can be determined
only by governmental decisions.

Various solutions to the problem of securing unity of
direction in the preparation and employment of the various
types of transportation for accomplishing shipping on the
territory of the front are proposed.

In certain works the idea is advanced of using for this
purpose a control organization very similar to the one used
during World War II. In Vie* of the increasing complexity of
directing shipments under the conditions of a modern war, it
is envisaged tc improve this organization by including the
transportation departinent in the rear area staff of a front.

It is considered, however, that this department should
direct only the use of various types of transportation, not
for all types oraipments but only for transporting materiel 
and for evacuation.' Thus, direction of the preparation of all
types of transportation for joint work and also of the execu-
tion of all types of shipments according to a unified plan
are not included in the functions of the 3rd Department. As
a result, neither unity in the preparation of the transporta-
tion network of a front as a whole nor unity in its working
is ensured. The transportation services of a front will re-
ceive instructions on these problems from various control
echelons. Obviously, such organization of direction cannot
secure the comprehensive!use of all the types of transportat-
ion of a front.

1 hThe Rear Area in Modern Operations" Rear Services Staff
of Moscow District,Moscov, 1959, p. 293.
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Other authors consider that the 3rd Department of the
rear area stiff of a front is, by jta very position, unable
to resolve the practical problems of planning and coordinating
the work of all the types of transportation of a front. In-
stead of this department, they propose the creation in a front
of a unified transportation service (directorate) provided with
the necessary authority for organizing the centralized use of
all the types of transportation subordinate to the front and
with appropriate powers for coordinating problems of military
shipping with the , necessary ministries and departments. To
secure direction of military shipping, it is proposed to work
out schedules and plans for shipping which are coordinated
among the various types of transportation and to create a unified
dispatcher control over shipments. A The given version of the
organization of centralized direction of all types of trans-
portation in a front, first of all, also does not provide a
solution to the problems of Rreparation of the transportation
network. Secondly, such a directorate is very unwieldy ard
inefficient: it will fetter the operations of the transporta-
tion services. Thirdly, the authors of the proposals do not
indicate the subordination of the transportation directorate
of a front, while the solution to this problem has considerable
significance.

A third version of the organization of unified direction
of the_various types of transportation is proposed. The overall
direction of the preparation and use of all types of trans-
portation is centralized directly in the bands of the deputy
to the commander of troops of the front for the rear area with
the chiefs of the military transportation services directly
subordinate to him. It is considered that the chief of the
rear area of the front must be in charge of all types of ship-
ments (including opera%ional) and also of the march movements
of troops along the military vehicular roads of the front'.

1. Lieutenant-General I. Kovalev, Major-General P. Bakarev,
Colonel K. Pavlovich. °Problems of Transportation in a
Modern Wail Special Collection of Articles of the Journal
"Military Though", 1960, Third Issue.
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It is proposed to accomplish the organization and control
of mutual coordination of the preparation of the various types
of transportation and their comprehensive use for supporting
operations in the transportation directorate of the rear area
staff of the front. Thus, unity of overall direc t ion of the
preparation and use of all types of transpor ‘ation coincides
with the known independence of each of the Earvices, wtich are
specialized according to types of transportation.'

One can agree with such a version of the organization; how-
ever, in our opinion, the transportation directorate should not
be directly subordinated to the chief of the rear area staff of
a front. It is known that up to the present time, the organi-
zation of military shipments of various types (for example,
operational and supply) is charged to various organs (the staff
of a front, the rear area staff of a front). In this situation,
it is advisab l e to have the transportation directorate immedi-
ately subordinate to the -ammander of troops of the front.
This guarantees unity of direction of the preparation of the
transportation network of the front for the support of opera-
tions and its use for carrying out all types of military
shipping.

New means of action against the transportation network
give rise to the necessity for changes in the methods and
means of ensuring the continuity of shipping.

In a modern war, a wider dispersal of shipping is required --
i.e, dispersal of communications routes, of various technical
installations, and of shipping means.

Parallel communications routes of various types should be
dispersed so that in cases of lengthy interruptions of traffic
on one of them, continuity of traffic on the others is pre-
served. Along, with this, it is necessary to ensure a capa-
bility for transferrini, flows of shipments from a route put
out of commission to those still operative.

1. Works of the Military Academy of Rear Services and Trans-
portation, No. 43, 1959, p. 184.
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In order to prevent lengthy interruptions of through traffic
of tr g ins and motor convoys resulting from the destruction of
major cities (and corresponding transportation centers), rail-
way and vehicular bypasses should be prepared in advance at
a sufficient distance from these cities. Moreover, provision
must be made without fail for the use of these for national
economic shipments in peacetime which will enable us to avoid
immobilizing capital investments. It is also necessary to
prepare in advance rail and vehicular road approaches to
places at which teMporary bridges and crossings over major
river barriers are constructed in case permanent bridge cross-
ings are destroyed.

-
In the period of threat, and even more at the beginning of

a war, the greater amount of loading and unloading work, the
preparation of shipping means, support of transported troops,
etc., must be taken beyond the limits of transportation centers
in the shortest period of time. nr this, it is necessary to
prepare in advance appropriate stations, wharves, and airfields
at their approaches and to provide support for them with
forces and means.

In order to have a , capability of using for shipping un-
damaged sectors of railways and internal water routes bordering
on destroyed installations; it is necessary constantly to
maintain an undiminished quantity of rolling stock, fuel, and
materiel at these sectors in wartime.

At the beginning of a war, in order to effect'reconstruc-
tion and construction work on routes of communications, powerful,
highly productive means, capable of accomplishing th9se tasks
under conditions of mass destruction and in contaminated areas
will be required immediately.I

The primary efforts of reconstruction personnel, especially
in zones near the front and in theimarsreaofthe country, are
required in order to concentrate on overcoming large "barriers"
which obstruct transportation traffic. The main task in this
will consist of restoring communications between the sectors
of the network bordering on "barriers". This task can be
accomplished most successfully by the comprehensive use of

-24-



the reconstruction, construction, operational, and shipping
resources of rail, vehicular, pipeline, water, and air
transportation for overcoming obstructed areas. All work
in the reconstruction, development, putting into operation
and use of the transportation network in each area should
be accomplished according to a unified plan and be contin-
ually coordinated.

A very important role in overcoming "barriers" can be
played by special means of transporting railroad cars:
trailers with, a large load-carrying capacity (up to 100
tons), special ferries, ferries made from barges and pon-
toons with rails laid on then for ckrrying cars.across.
large rivers when bridges have been destroyed, helicopters
with a large load-carrying capacity, etc.

The existence of such means permits a sharp reduction
in the volume of work in preparing temporary shipment areas,
.the avoidance of duplicate shipments, and a significant in-
crease in the speed of restoring communications between
railway sectors bordering a destroyed installation.

It is obvious that the preparation of transportation
for war and specifically for supporting the strategic
concentration and deployment of troops has now become much
more complex than before and has acquired new peculiarities.
Among the most important of these are the following:

1. In the initial period of a modern war, as in other
periods, shipments for strategic concentration and deploy-
ment can be accomplished only by the combined use of various
transportation means. Therefore, close mutual cooperation
and continuous coordination of their preparation for working
Jointly in wartime has become absolutely mandatory. One
of the most important conditions for success in preparing
and using the transportation network for military purposes
is the organization of unified operational direction of
the work of all types of transportation on the territory
of each front, district near the front, and internal area
of the country.
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2. Paramount significance is acquired by the main-
tenance at the beginning and during the course of a war
of •the viability and working capability of the network
and continuity of shipments in theaters of military
operations and in • the rear area of the country. In the
prior development of the transportation network for
military purposes, it has become essential first of all
to ensure . a capability for wide dispersal of shipments,
for carrying out freight and other work from transporta-
tion centers, for the rapid transfer of a flow of ship-
ments from one type cf transport to others, and for the-
restoration in short periods of time of communications
between sectors of the network bordering on destroyed
installations.

3. The role of special (reconstruction, construction,
shipping) means of overcoming major "barriers" bordering
on communications routes ir the very first hours of war
as a result of nuclear strikes has sharply increased;
The creation of such powerful and highly mobile means
during the advanced preparation of the transportation
network is now much more logical than prior development
of installations within centers, increasing the number
of permanent bridge crossings over major rivers, , etc.

This means-that in solving the problems of strategic
concentration and deployment of the armed forces, it
is absolutely essential to consider new indices of pre-
pp redness of the transportation network for work during
the initial period of a war, the actual possibilities
for the combined use of all types of transport, the main-
tenance of the necessary working capacity and mobility
of the transportation neiWork, and the continuity of
shipping. Only on the basis of an analysis of these
data can one make a correct estimate to provide for
strategic corcentration and deployment from the stand-
point of transportation and derive from this estimate
wholly valid 40:Inclusions.'




